SEVERSTAL
STRENGTHENING CORE PROCESSES TO
TRANSFORM MINING
QUICK FACTS
Industries
Mill products and mining
Revenue
US$13 billion
Employees
92,000
Headquarters
Moscow, Russia
Web Site
www.severstal.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® ERP application
Implementation Partner
SAP Consulting

Severstal Resources is one of the
largest mining companies in Russia
and manages all of OAO Severstal’s
mining assets across Russia,
Kazakhstan, the United States, and
Africa. By implementing the SAP®
ERP application, the company has
standardized its business processes
and increased transparency, collaboration, and control. It has also
transformed its business culture to
reduce cost and significantly increase operational efficiency.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Mill Products and Mining

Key Challenges
• Standardize key business processes
based on industry best practices
• Integrate processes to increase operational
efficiency and improve collaboration
• Reduce IT complexity

Why SAP Was Selected
• World-class solution with support for industry best practices and for integration
of key business processes
• Availability of strong SAP references
• Ecosystem of SAP customers and partners
in the mining industry to share knowledge

Implementation Best Practices
• Engage top management and a dedicated
project team
• Choose an experienced implementation
partner to leverage insight
• Secure buy-in from business units and
internal stakeholders
• Minimize customizations to control cost
• Establish a global rollout template
• Utilize a change management program

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Eliminated legacy systems
• Avoided use of interfaces by adopting
SAP® software
• Reduced IT support requirements by
establishing a shared services center
• Minimized IT and maintenance costs by
adopting standard software
• Gained platform for continuous improvement

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Increased collaboration among departments, transforming company’s business
culture
• Heightened business process efficiency
and reduced costs via shared services
center
• Achieved greater business insight through
improved financial reporting and analysis
• Gained better visibility into and control of
warehouse processes and inventory levels, thereby reducing working capital
requirements
• Reduced costs due to implementation of
real-time cost-center model

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator
Inventory
Cost of goods sold

Impact
-20%
-5% to -7%

Cost of finance function

-40%

Cost of HR function

-38%

Financial close processes

-3 days

“By implementing the SAP ERP application, we’ve been able to create a shared
services center for our finance and HR functions, establishing consistent, highquality business processes and reducing operational costs.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Yuriy Shekhovtsov, ERP Program Director, Severstal Resources

Transforming Processes Across an
Extended Enterprise
OAO Severstal is one of the world’s
leading vertically integrated steel and
mining companies. The company’s
mining division, Severstal Resources
(Severstal), is one of the largest mining
organizations in Russia. The division
includes two iron ore mining complexes
and a coking coal complex in northwest
Russia, one coking coal complex in the
United States, an exploration project
in western Africa, and a mine design
institute. The division also includes a
number of gold mining assets in Russia,
Kazakhstan, and Africa.
To support operations in this division,
Severstal wanted to replace its legacy
software with an integrated enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solution.
“Our IT landscape was scattered and
complex, with minimal integration
among our various departments,” says
Yuriy Shekhovtsov, Severstal’s ERP
program director. Severstal’s goals
were to simplify and standardize business processes and reduce costs.

metals and mining companies, enabling the
Perhaps one of the most dramatic
company to share best practices with peers. changes has been the creation of a
shared-services center for its finance
Leveraging a Global Rollout Template and HR processes. “By centralizing
these support processes, we’ve been
Severstal assembled a dedicated project
able to establish consistent, high-quality
team that worked with the SAP Consulting service standards and significantly
organization to create a global rollout
reduce our support personnel requiretemplate for the software. Using its coking ments,” Shekhovtsov adds.
coal complex, Vorkutaugol, as a pilot, the
project team was able to configure the
While its mining assets dig deeply to
solution and reengineer processes for
yield results, implementing SAP software
optimal efficiency. “Having a global and
has enabled the division to reach new
experienced implementation partner
heights within the overall corporate
was of utmost importance to us,” says
structure. The division now provides
Shekhovtsov. “Working with SAP Cona significant part of earnings before
sulting allowed us to roll out the software to interest, taxes, depreciation, and amorthe rest of the mining organization without tization. “By reengineering our key
using external consultants.”
business processes, we’ve achieved
our goal for this project,” Shekhovtsov
Severstal implemented a change manage- says. “We’ve transformed our business
ment program to ensure software-user
and significantly improved our operaproficiency. It provided classroom and
tional performance, centralized support
online training and communicated status
functions, and reduced cost.”
updates, success stories, and training
materials through its portal.

Realizing the Benefits of an Integrated
Environment

Becoming Part of a Powerful
Community

The implementation has been successful
for Severstal. The division now works
within a single, integrated software enviIn choosing a solution, Severstal conronment based on standardized, more
sidered only SAP and Oracle software. efficient business processes. “We’re better
“Initially, the management team was in
able to access real-time information,
favor of Oracle,” Shekhovtsov says.
allowing us to make better and faster
“But after a site visit with a mining com- decisions,” Shekhovtsov explains. Realpany that runs SAP software, the choice time visibility into warehouse processes
was clear.” By implementing the SAP®
has enabled the division to reduce invenERP application, Severstal would be
tory by 20% and lower its working capital
able to meet its business needs while
requirements.
joining a powerful community of global
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